This document will help you to plan out your
activities while in Costa Rica! Costa Rica has a ton to
offer from surfing and white water rafting to hiking
and bird watching. Please feel free to contact the
team at Mil Besos at info@milbesoscostarica.com or
1-877-888-9151 .

Jaco Activity Catalog 2019/2020
Mil Besos- Costa Rica

Jaco Activity Catalog 2019/2020
Tour Name (Scroll down document for descriptions)
Zipline Canopy Tour
Horseback Riding & Waterfalls
ATV Jungle Adventure (2 hours) $25 additional for passenger
ATV Jungle Adventure & Waterfalls (3 hours) $25 additional for passenger
Buggy Jungle Adventure for 2 passengers ($30 per extra person)
Buggy Jungle Adventure & Waterfalls for 2 passengers ($30 per extra person)
Shore Excursions with Vista Los Suenos Adventure Park Combo Package
Carara National Park
Manuel Antonio National Park
Tortuga Island Tour
Arial Tram
Waterfall Tour & Canyonning
Jose’s Crocodile Tour
Sportfishing – Please inquire for rates based on # of participants.

Adult Rate
65
70
70
90
140
170
145
69
95
140
69
99
60

Children Rate
65
70
70
90
140
170
145
69
95
140
69
99
60

Special Notes
Rates and descriptions may vary over time as providers perform updates.
*****All above pricing is subject to 13% sales tax*******
* asterisk means meal included
Children 0-5 years are free / Children 6 years + pay full rate / Note: Children rate applies when minimum quantity to operate the
tour has been reached. Otherwise they pay regular adult rate.
All Tours include: Transportation (Can Vary Depending on hotel Location), Snack, Water, Professional Certified Bilingual Guide, and
Insurance. (note snack not included with surf or paddleboard). Entrance fees included where applicable.
Minimum requirements: Some tours require 2 or more individuals in order for the tour to take place

Tour Descriptions
We work with many tour providers across the country. We hand-select the providers we work with based on their experience,
quality of service provided, their enthusiasm for what they do, quality of communications, fair pricing, and reliability. We have
assembled the various providers into destination catalogs for one easy list. Descriptions below are as provided from individual
providers. Descriptions, pricing and policies may be updated at any time as providers update their offerings. We review these
manuals every 6 months as providers typically do annual updates.
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VISTA LOS SUENOS ZIP LINE CANOPY TOUR - Duration: 2 Hours (approx.)
This tour is designed not only as an extreme adventure, but a way to enjoy nature without harming the environment.
Our property boasts spectacular views of Herradura Bay and Island, and the Nicoya Gulf. Within the property, you will
to see scarlet macaws, chestnut mandible toucans and whiteface monkeys in their natural environment. This property
has 80 acres of land and 50% is protected by the government institution FONAFIFO.
The adventure starts on a 15-minute ride aboard our specially designed tractor. Once we reach the top of the mountain,
our bilingual guides will explain -step by step- all the safety procedures you must follow to enjoy your Zip Line
adventure, we then descend to the bottom via a series of zip lines, including 12 platforms and 10 cables with a total
cable distance of 3.5 kilometers, among them longest cable in the area (2400 ft.) at the end we will greet you with fresh
tropical fruits and cool water.
Along the way our professional photographers will capture the best pictures of your adventure, and will have them
available for purchase at the end of the tour.
Includes: 15 minutes tractor ride, 10 cables and 12 platforms, bilingual guides, insurance, safety equipment, fruits, water
and breathtaking views of the Pacific Ocean.
What To Bring: comfortable clothes, sunscreen, tennis shoes, sunglasses, cameras are optional, we provide professional
photography service.

HORSEBACK RIDING AND WATERFALL TOUR - Duration: 2 Hours (approx.)
This is perhaps one of the best ways to discover the wonders of the Costa Rica rainforest. Vista Los Sue Los Adventure
Park has some of the best-kept horses and views in the area, only 20 minutes from Villa Caletas and Playa Hermosa area.
Come and discover nature at its best in our private and exclusive 80-acre property, where you will also enjoy our own
private waterfalls and natural swimming pools.
You may be able to spot some great wildlife such as toucans, scarlet macaws, and white-faced monkeys. Upon arrival at
the waterfalls and swimming pool area, you will have some time to relax and enjoy the waterfalls and natural slide. The
tour starts at our beautiful Herradura Costa Rica base, just 10 minutes from Jaco Beach and Los Suenos Resort. Once you
arrive we will equip you and depart on our journey to the waterfalls and natural swimming pools. Along the way, you
will see farms, get a close look at nature, as you start ascending through the rainforest, during the tour your bilingual
guide will provide bottled water and at the end of your journey we will greet you with fresh tropical fruits.
During your Costa Rica Horseback Adventure our professional photographers will capture the best moment and have
them available for purchase at the end of your tour.
Includes: bilingual guides, insurance, safety equipment, entrance to the Waterfalls, fruits, water, breathtaking views of
the Pacific Ocean
What To Bring: long pants, water shoes or strap on sandals (for the waterfalls), tennis shoes, swimwear, towel,
sunscreen and sunglasses

2 HRS ATV JUNGLE ADVENTURE
Welcome to the best Jungle & River ATV Adventure in Costa Rica. This tours starts in our adventure center, where all the
safety instruction are given by your bilingual guide before you begin your journey you will have the opportunity to drive
a few laps on our specially designed private practice track.
We will then depart on this amazing adventure along jungle trails, following rivers and fun muddy dirt paths.
Time and trail conditions allowing, you can take a quick swim in our natural swimming pool, during the tour your guide
will have water, and at the end of your Costa Rica ATV adventure, we will greet you with fresh tropical fruits.
Includes: 2 hours ATV tour, bilingual guides, Insurance, safety equipment, fruits and water, breathtaking views of the
Pacific Ocean and Honda Foutrax 420cc and Kymco 300cc vehicles are used on the tour.
What To Bring: extra clothes, tennis shoes, sunglasses and sunblock, swimming clothes, credit card for deposit.
Please Note:
Drivers must be 18 years
ATV passengers must be a minimum of 8 years old
Buggy passengers must be a minimum of 4 years old.
You may get dirty on this tour, please dress appropriately
If the path is wet, it can become very muddy
You are going into the jungle and insects are to be expected
Insect repellent and bandanas are available for sale.
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3 HRS ATV JUNGLE ADVENTURE WITH WATERFALLS
This is the best way to experience a real ATV adventure in Costa Rica, in our adventure center, you will receive driving
instructions and then before you begin your journey you will take a test run on our specially designed private track.
From here on, your guide will lead you along the beautiful Costa Rica jungle trails, following rivers and dirt paths, after a
short 5 minute hike in the forest, you will then arrive at your own private waterfalls only 10 minutes from Jaco Beach
and Los Suenos Resort, here you will have time to swim and enjoy nature, during the tour your guides will have cool
water and at the end we will greet you with fresh tropical fruits.
Includes: 3-hour tour, bilingual guides, insurance and safety equipment, entrance to the Waterfalls, fruits and
water, Honda Fourtrax 420cc and Kymco 300cc vehicles are used on the tour.
What to bring: Extra clothes, sunglasses, sunblock, tennis shoes, swimming clothes, credit card for vehicle deposit.
Please Note:
– Must bring a credit card for vehicle deposit
– Drivers must be 18 years old
– Passengers must be a minimum of 8 years old
– You may get dirty on the tour, dress appropriately
– If the path is wet it can become very muddy
– Bandanas and insect repellent are available for sale
– In the jungle and river, insects are to be expected

2 HRS BUGGY JUNGLE ADVENTURE
Welcome to the best Jungle & River Buggy Adventure in Costa Rica for 2 people, This tour will put you in the driver’s seat
of some of the best Honda 4×4 off-road vehicles out there. In our adventure center, you will receive all the driving
instructions, and then before you begin your journey you will take a test drive on our specially designed private track.
From here on, your bilingual guide will lead you along the jungle trails, following rivers and fun muddy dirt paths. Time
and trail conditions allowing, you can take a swim in our natural swimming pool, the guides will have cold water along
the ride, and at the end, we will greet you with fresh fruits and water.
Includes 2 hours Double Buggy tour, bilingual guides, insurance, safety equipment, fruits and water, breathtaking views
of the Pacific Ocean and Honda Side by Side vehicles are used on the tour.
What To Bring extra clothes, tennis shoes, sunglasses and sunblock, swimming clothes, credit card for vehicle deposit.
Please Note
Drivers must be 18 years
Buggy passengers must be a minimum of 4 years old
You may get dirty on this tour, please dress appropriately
If the path is wet, it can become very muddy
You are going into the jungle and insects are to be expected
Insect repellent and bandanas are available for sale.
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3 HRS BUGGY TOUR INCLUDING WATERFALLS
Welcome to the best Jungle & River Buggy Adventure in Costa Rica for 2 people, this tour will put you in the driver’s seat
of some of the best Honda 4×4 off-road vehicles out there. In our adventure center, you will receive all the driving
instructions and before you begin your journey you will take a test run on our specially designed private track. From
here on, your guide will lead you along the jungle trails, following rivers and dirt paths, you will then arrive at your own
private Waterfalls only 10 minutes from Jaco Beach and Los Suenos Resort, here you will have time to swim and enjoy
nature at its best, during your adventure the guides will have cool water and at the end of the tour we will greet you
with fresh tropical fruits.
Includes 3 hours Double Buggy tour, waterfalls, bilingual guides, insurance, safety equipment, fruits and water,
breathtaking views of the Pacific Ocean and Honda Side by Side vehicles are used on the tour.
What To Bring extra clothes. Tennis shoes, sunglasses and sunblock, swimming clothes, towel, credit card for deposit.
Please Note
Drivers must be 18 years
Buggy passengers must be a minimum of 4 years old
You may get dirty on this tour, please dress appropriately
If the path is wet, it can become very muddy
You are going into the jungle and insects are to be expected
Insect repellent and bandanas are available for sale.

SHORE EXCURSION BY VISTA LOS SUENOS ADVENTURE PARK
If you are visiting Costa Rica aboard a Cruise Ship that is arriving at the Port of Caldera and Puntarenas, we have
prepared the best shore excursion for you, whether you are looking for an action-packed day with one of the best Zip
Line Tours in Costa Rica and the choice of the Adrenaline pumping ATV Tour, take a relaxing Horseback ride to our
pristine Waterfalls, or our newest addition Surfing lessons
The tour starts out with a visit to the Monkey farm in Puntarenas, there you’ll be able to hang out with the white face
monkeys in their natural habitat, you will then head to the town of Jaco Beach, one of the most popular beach towns in
all of Costa Rica due to its proximity to the capital city of San Jose; along the way you will enjoy some breathtaking views
of the mountains, shortly after you will get to stop at the word famous Tarcoles River, where you will have the
opportunity to view and take photos of crocodiles in their natural environment, some of them measuring up to 19ft
long.
Your next stop is at Vista Los Suenos Adventure Park, here you will have the opportunity to choose 2 of the following
activities, enjoy one of the best Zip Line Tours in Costa Rica, discover our Horseback Riding to the Waterfalls our Action
packed ATV jungle adventure in the rain forest, crossing rivers, muddy paths, and ocean view lookout spots, or our
newest addition Surfing lessons.
Pick up time: 8:00 am
Minimum: 2 people to operate this tour
Duration: This is a full day activity (approximately 8 hours)
This full-day adventure Includes: round trip transportation, lunch, Monkey Tour, fruits, water, safety equipment,
insurance, bilingual guides Choose 2 of the following activities:
( 2 hour Zip Line Tour / 2 hour ATV Tour with Waterfalls / 2 hour Horseback Riding with Waterfalls / Surfing Lessons)
Recommendations of what to bring: credit card for vehicle deposit. (Visa or Master Card), extra clothes, sunblock, tennis
shoes, sunglasses, long pants, water shoes, swimming clothes, towel
TERMS & CONDITIONS
– It's mandatory to bring a credit card for ATV vehicle deposit (Visa or Master Card)
– Drivers on the ATV Tour must be 18 years old
– You may get dirty on the tour, dress appropriately.
– We have bandanas and insect repellent available for purchase
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Carara National Park Tour
This reserve is at a crucial meeting point between the dry tropical forests to the north and the wet rain forests to the
south, which means that it’s possible to see strangler figs and deciduous kapok trees alongside acacias and cacti. Since
the park is surrounded ecosystemsl land, it forms a necessary oasis for all the wildlife inhabiting the transitional zone.
Over 400 different species of birds inhabit the reserve, though your chances of spotting rarer species will be greatly
enhanced with the help of an experienced guide.
DEPARTUR TIME : 6:30am and 2:30pm
INCLUDES : Bilingual Guide, air conditioned transportation, entrance fees, H20.
WHAT TO BRING : comfortable clothes, walking shoes, sun block, insect repellent, hat, camera and binoculars.

Manuel Antonio National Park
Length of Tour : Full day.
LOCATION : In Quepos, 45 min. drive from Jaco.
Manuel Antonio National Parks offers a beautiful coast line and diverse rainforest, an ideal area to enjoy the outdoors,
white sand beaches, Costa Rica National Parks: sites in the Central Pacific coast of Costa Rica, contains several short
trails, all of which are easily accessible and well maintained. These provide the best opportunity in Costa Rica to see both
white-faced and squirrel monkeys, sloths and more Costa Rica wildlife. Costa Rica Area: While much of Costa Rica has
been stripped of its forests, the country has managed to protect a larger proportion of its land than any other country in
the world.
DEPARTUR TIME : 7:00am
INCLUDES : Bilingual Guide, air conditioned transportation, entrance fees, lunch, Visit to Quepos, Palm Tree Plantations
and insurance
WHAT TO BRING : Walking shoes, swimming suit, camera, hat, sunglasses and sun block.

Tortuga Island Tour
Length Tour : Full day - 8' hours.
LOCATION: 45 min from Jaco.
Enjoy a relaxing cruise aboard a beautiful boat to Tortuga Island where you will enjoy a white sand paradise. Upon
arrival to the island you will have the opportunity to snorkel and view beautiful fish. Halfway through the day you will be
served a delicious BBQ chicken lunch. Relax on the beach, play in the blue ocean waters or enjoy other activities on the
island for a nominal fee like kayaking, waverunners and banana boat ride.
PICK UP TIME : 7:00am
INCLUDES : Air conditioned transportation,lunch,fruits & snacks, non alcohol included, sodas, water, snorkel included,
equipment and more.
WHAT TO BRING : Sandals, swimwear, sunscreen, towel & camera.

Aerial Tram
Length: 2 hours.
LOCATION: 10 min. drive from Jaco.
This atraction is one of the most unique Costa Rica excursions at Jaco Beach Tours Day, featuring 18 gondolas that give
rides to a maximum for 9 passengers each including one bilingual (English/Spanish) naturalist guide and take the
passengers a tour to the canopy and the rich ecosystem of Costa Rican tropical forests, one of the many beautiful
destinations in Central America. Upon advance request we can provide guide assistance in other languages
A Day in the Aerial Tram : Aerial Tram treetop flight | Medicinal Plants Garden | Heliconias and Bromelias Garden |
Terrarium (reptiles, amphibians and insects) Butterfly Garden | Expert naturalist guide.
PICK UP TIME 8:00am - 8:30am - 9:00am - 9:30am Every 30'
INCLUDES: Bilingüal Guide,transportation,entrances fees,H20.
WHAT TO BRING : Tennis shoes or boots, long pants, insect repellent, sun block, camera and binoculars.
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Waterfall Tours "The Canyoning"
Length: half day.
LOCATION: 15 min. drive from Jaco.
This is a discipline that has to do with climbing, caving and hiking at once. is an exciting multi-sport adventure that is
gaining in popularity for the masses. It is not just for die hard adventurers and expert climbers anymore. At Jaco
Canyoning you have the opportunity to experience true Canyoning even if you have never been in a harness. A short
hike further and we will then “ZIP-OUT” on 2 Canopy Ziplines. The longest is over 2000 feet! We will then enjoy a
tropical fruit snack and a beverage before returning to your hotel.
PICK UP TIME 8:00am
INCLUDES: Air conditioned transportation, bilingual guides, fresh fruits, entrance, and insurance.
WHAT TO BRING : Tennis shoes or boots, long pants, insect repellent, sun block, camera and binoculars.

Jose’s Crocodile River Tour
The Crocodile River Boat Safari is a one of a kind must do tour! It takes place on the Tarcoles River in Central Pacific
Costa Rica. Get up-close with American crocodiles of all sizes, and observe an abundance of beautiful exotic birds! Enjoy
spectacular rainforest scenery and cruise through dense mangrove forest canals. Spot jungle wildlife such as iguanas,
lizards, and monkeys, and experience our one-of-a-kind crocodile feeding show! Our tour duration is approximately 1
hour and 45 minutes and visitors receive a complimentary bottle of cold water. Our two well-maintained river boats
with a capacity for 105 passengers contain all appropriate safety equipment and operate with 150HP motors. All of our
permits, certificates and insurance are up-to-date. Jose’s Crocodile River Tour is the best way to get up-close with Costa
Rica's wildlife and natural beauty....an adventure you must experience!
Tour departure times 7 days a week (depending on availability):
• 7:30am
• 10:00am
• 12:00pm
• 2:00pm
• 4:00pm

